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Phonics – Day 1: We’re working on three-letter blends like in street. 

Remember, a blend is when consonant letters come together and each 

letter makes their own sounds. There are many three-letter blends that 

all make different sounds – scr, spl, spr, str, squ, and thr. Here are some 

examples of each one; scram, splash, spring, straw, square, and throne. 

Read the following words and circle the words that have three-letter 

blends in the beginning of each word.  

strap throw stay 

fright scream three 

splint treat sprain 
 

Read each word in the word grid, and highlight the three-letter blends in 

each word.  

scroll strand thrive splice 

thread scrape thrown strong 

strain scratch string squint 

splurge squeak throat screen 



Phonics – Day 2: Use the words from the word grid below and sort them into their 

vowel patterns.   

scroll strand thrive splice 

thread scrape thrown strong 

strain scratch string squint 

splurge squeak throat screen 

scr str 

scroll strand 

scrape strong 

scratch strain 

screen string 

 

spl, squ thr 

splice thrive 

splurge thread 

squeak thrownt 

squint throat  



Phonics – Day 2 cont: Blend and read the words below. Try to challenge yourself! 

In each sentence, mark the words that have the three-letter blends.  

split thrill shred straight 

squad sprout squeal throb 

describe drawstring stretching squander 

strummed hairspray splendid prescreen 

1. Meg gave a shrill screech as she splashed in the cold 

stream. 

2. The squadron of planes thrilled the crowd as they 

streaked through the air. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Phonics – Day 3: Today we are going to work on contractions. Contractions are a 

shorter way of saying two smaller words together. Here are some examples; 

can’t and it’s. 

Read each row of words and circle the word that is not a contraction.  

 BE CAREFUL! 

E

x 

I’ve  we’ve reseal he’s 

1 don’t pound she’s couldn’t 

2 they’ll aren’t squash we’re 

3 premix hadn’t won’t you’ll 

4 wasn’t would’ve he’s unscrew 

 

 

 

 



Phonics – Day 3 cont.: Use the words from the word bank to complete each 

sentence. Then read each sentence 3 times, and check off each time you read it. 

couldn’t don’t however put should very 

scratch squirt struck could’ve they’ll we’re 

 

 

1. A squid will squirt ink if it’s in danger. 

 

 

2. I couldn’t wait to go outside and play at the park.  

 

 

3. Please put your homework in the bin. 

 

 

4. If it wasn’t raining, we could’ve gone to the fair.  

 

 

5. My mom cuts the babies’ nails, so she doesn’t scratch herself. 

 

 

6. My brother swims very well in the pool. 

 

 

7. The teacher will decide if we’re earning our reward.  

 

 

8. Don’t put the glass on the edge of the table.  

 

 

9. The lightning struck the tree and made it fall down. 

 

 

10. We think they’ll make the best decision. 

 

 



Name 

High-Frequency 
Words

Words to Know

couldn’t don’t however I’ll live

put should That’s very You’re

u Write a word from the box to complete each sentence. 

1. I have a  loose tooth.

2. It  fall out soon. 

3. Pat says, “  play with it!” 

4. “  right, Pat,” I say. 

5. I want to play with it,  . 

6.  lose my tooth very soon. 

u Write a sentence about what might happen next. Use at least 
one word from the box.

 

Word Bank

however
I ’ll

You’re/That’s
Don’t

should
very

Responses will vary.
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Name 
Spelling

Basic

don’t

we’ll

it’s

I’ve

didn’t

you’re

that’s

wasn’t

you’ve

who’s

they’d

aren’t

Review

cannot

maybe

someone

myself

Spelling WordsA contraction is a short form of two words put 
together. An apostrophe (’) takes the place of the 
letter or letters that are dropped.

do not→don’t   it is→it’s   I have→I’ve

u Write each basic Spelling Word in the correct box.

Contractions with not Contractions with is 

Contractions with have Other contractions

Contractions

don’t

I ’ve 

didn’t

you’ve

wasn’t 
aren’t 

it’s

we’ll 

that’s

you’re

who’s

they’d
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Name 

Three-Letter Blends
The word scrape begins with three consonant letters. It is a  
three-letter blend. You say and blend each consonant sound  
closely together to read the word. The word throat begins with  
a three-letter blend, but you say two sounds for it. 

u Look at the picture and read the question. Write the answer.

Is it spring or string? Do you use it to squint or sprint?

Do you use it to strum or scrub? Can you throw it or scroll it? 

Do you thread it or spread it? Are they stretchy or scratchy? 

Phonics

scrub

spread

string

throw

stretchy

sprint
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Name 
Spelling

Basic

don’t

we’ll

it’s

I’ve

didn’t

you’re

that’s

wasn’t

you’ve

who’s

they’d

aren’t

Review

cannot

maybe

someone

myself

Spelling WordsA contraction is a short form of two words put 
together. An apostrophe (’) takes the place of the 
letter or letters that are dropped.

did not→didn’t that is→that’s you have→you’ve

u Put the words together to form a contraction. Write 
the Spelling Word on the line.

1. are + not =  

2. did + not = 

3. who + is = 

4. was + not = 

5. you + have = 

6. I + have = 

7. do + not = 

8. it + is = 

9. you + are = 

10. we + will = 

u Write two sentences with the basic Spelling Words 
you did not use. Then trade with a partner. Check 
each other’s spelling.

Contractions

aren’t

wasn’t

don’t

didn’t

you’ve

it’s

who’s

I ’ve

you’re
we’ll
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Name 
Phonics

Phonics Review
• The word scrape begins with a three-letter blend. You blend each 

consonant sound closely together to say the word. The word  
throat begins with a three-letter blend, but you say two sounds  
for it. 

• A contraction is a shorter way of saying two words together. An 
apostrophe (’) takes the place of one or more letters. The word  
can’t is a contraction for can not. Here are more examples:  
we’ll = we will, you’re = you are, they’ve = they have, he’s = he is.

• Here are special contractions: don’t = do not, won’t = will not.

u Chose and write two words to complete each sentence.

1. Dean   the toothpaste. 

 can’t isn’t squeeze splurge

2.  got a  in my finger.

 I’ve Don’t splinter splatter

3.  going to  a class party.

 Won’t We’re throw throat

4. We  won, but I  out. 

 shouldn’t should’ve streak struck

5.   the pots clean.

 She’s She’ll scrubbing scratching

can’t

I ’ve

We’re

should ’ve

She’s scrubbing

throw

struck

splinter

squeeze
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Name 

Generative 
Vocabulary

Add a prefix to the beginning of a base word to change its 
meaning. The prefix mis– means “wrong.” Use a dictionary to  
find the meaning of base words that you do not know.

u Add the prefix mis– to each base word. Then write a  
sentence using the new word.

Prefix mis–

1. spell 

2. use 

 

3. counted 

4. read 

misspell

misuse

miscounted

misread

Possible response: You may misspell a 

Possible response: You won’t misuse a 

Possible response: The clerk miscounted 

Possible response: Jesse misread the 

word that you do not know.

difficult word if you look it up in a 

directions on his homework.

dictionary.

Mrs. Wong’s change.
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Quick Check Answer Sheet

LEVEL

Main Comprehension Skill: Compare and Contrast

MM

Animal Defenses

 1.	A Vocabulary

 2.	B Compare and Contrast

 3.	A Compare and Contrast

 4.	C Main Idea and Details

 5.	D Compare and Contrast

 6.	D Vocabulary

 7.	D Main Idea and Details

 8.	C Compare and Contrast

 9.	D Main Idea and Details

 10.	B Main Idea and Details

 11. Answers will vary but should 
include that both animals are 
small and defend themselves 
against their predators. Bees 
have venom that they deliver 
to their predators, and golden 
poison frogs are covered with 
poison that can kill predators 
that touch them.



Name Grammar
4.3.1

Adverbs That Tell How

Read each sentence. Think about the action. Then underline the 

adverb that tells how the action was done.

1. Zina spoke quietly. 

2. Raul sang loudly. 

3. The principal spoke nicely to our guest. 

4. We walked to school together. 

5. The cat jumped softly off the table. 

6. Jem clapped her hands excitedly. 

7. Pete carefully stepped over the puddle.  

8. Dave finished his homework quickly. 

9. Gayle waited eagerly for the mail truck.

10. We all tried hard to win the game.

Revisit a piece of your writing. Edit the draft to make sure 

adverbs that tell how are used correctly.

An adverb describes a verb. Adverbs can tell about how 
something is done.

We lined up quickly.
We got off the bus slowly.

(1 point each)
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Name Grammar
4.3.2

Adverbs That Tell When and Where

Underline the adverb that tells when or where the action 

happened. Then write whether it tells when or where. 

1. The deer ran away.  

2. Today we went to the park.  

3. We will be home soon.  

4. I bent down to see the ants.  

5. We played inside.  

Revisit a piece of your writing. Edit the draft to make sure 

adverbs that tell when and where are used correctly.

An adverb describes a verb. Adverbs can tell about when or 
where an action happens.

First, we bought our tickets. 
We waited outside.

(2 points each)

where
when

when
where

where
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Name Grammar
4.3.3

Adjectives and Adverbs 

Underline the adverb or adjective that best completes each 
sentence.

1. The driver parked the car (carefully, careful). 

2. The (clever, cleverly) puppy opened the gate. 

3. Tim walked (slowly, slow) to the door. 

4. Peg whistled (cheerfully, cheerful) as we walked. 

5. Soraya is a (smoothly, smooth) dancer. 

6. Jed has a (loudly, loud) voice. 

7. The choir sang (joyfully, joyful). 

8. Una is a (strongly, strong) player. 

9. The spotlight shines (bright, brightly).

10. The (shy, shyly) child stood behind his mom.

Revisit a piece of your writing. Edit the draft to make sure 
adjectives and adverbs are used correctly.

An adverb describes a verb. Adverbs can tell how, when, or where an 
action happens. Adjectives describe nouns. Adjectives can tell how 
something looks, feels, sounds, tastes, or smells. 

Adverb: The bunny hopped quickly. 
Adjective: The quick bunny hopped away.

(1 point each)
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Name Grammar
4.3.4

Review Adverbs

Underline the adverb in each sentence. Then write whether it tells 

how, when, or where. 

1. The squirrel sat silently.  

2. Then we visited Yan.  

3. Yesterday we drove to Grandma’s house.  

4. We stood outside.  

5. I ran swiftly across the playground.  

6. Brad leaned over to pick a flower.  

Underline the adverb or adjective that best completes each sentence.

7. We laughed (loudly, loud). 

8. The (weak, weakly) fence broke apart. 

9. The (weird, weirdly) sound scared us. 

10. Fred spoke (calm, calmly).

Revisit a piece of your writing. Edit the draft to make sure adverbs are 

used correctly.

An adverb is a word that describes a verb. An adverb can tell how an 
action happens. It can also tell when or where an action happens.

Tells How Tells When Tells Where

Jim worked slowly. They will arrive soon. The bird landed 
nearby.

(1 point each)

how
when

when
where

how
where

(1 point each)
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Name Grammar
4.3.5

Connect to Writing: Using Adverbs 

Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question.

(1) Yesterday we went to a theme park. (2) We rode the roller coaster. (3) We sat 
in a cart and put on seat belts. (4) Then the ride started with a jolt. (5) We raced 
up and down the hilly track. (6) I screamed loud. (7) It was scary, but I loved it!

1. Which adverb could you use after the word track to add the most 
interest to sentence 5?

A. soon B. wildly

C. inside D. after

2. Which is the correct way to write sentence 6?

A. I screamed loud! B. I screamed louder!

C. I screamed loudest. D. I screamed loudly.

Tell about something fun that you did recently. Write two or three 
sentences about it. Use adverbs to describe how, when, and where things 
happened. 

Sonya wrote a passage about riding a roller coaster. Read her paragraph 
and look for any revisions she should make. Then answer the questions 
that follow.

(Responses will vary.)
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Name:                                                                                                5-A-Day   Math   Review-   ANSWER   KEY                             Week   6    (May   4-8,   2020)  

Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday  

Name   the   solid   figure.   
 

          
cylinder  

Name   the   solid   figure.   
 

      
 
Rectangular   prism  

Name   the   solid   figure.   
 

           
            cube  

Name   the   solid   figure.   
 

          
      sphere  

Name   the   solid   figure.   

        
         Pyramid  

4   +   5   +   5   =    14  
 

3   +   3   +   4   =    10  

Find   the   missing   addend.  
8   +    5    =   13  

          438  
         -   206  
           232  

4   +   2   +   10   =    16  
 

2   +   9   +   9   =    20  

                  4   10  
            150  
          -      28  
             122  

I   have   55 ￠.    I   want   to   buy  
an   eraser   for   27 ￠ and   a  
pencil   for   28 ￠.    Do   I   have  
enough   money?  
Yes   (total   is   55   cents)  

                 3   15  
              459  
             -   175  
              284   

Total:    30  ￠  

 
 
Total:    21  ￠  

                      1  
            139  
         +    142  
            281  

Name   the    plane   shape.   

                
triangle  

It   has:  
3    sides  
3    angles  
3    vertices  

Name   the    plane   shape.   

                
octagon  

It   has:  
8    sides  
8    angles  
8    vertices  

Name   the    plane   shape.   

                
pentagon  

It   has:  
5    sides  
5    angles  
5    vertices  

Name   the    plane   shape.   

                
hexagon  

It   has:  
6    sides  
6    angles  
6    vertices  

Name   the    plane   shape.   

           
Trapezoid  

It   has:  
4    sides  
4    angles  
4    vertices  

Draw   a   hexagon.  

 

Draw   a   circle.  

 

Draw   a   rectangle.  

 

Draw   a   square.  

 

Draw   a   pentagon.   
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Quick Check

12-3

𝖠

𝖡

𝖢

𝖣

𝖠

𝖡

𝖢

𝖣

𝖠

𝖡

𝖢

𝖣

𝖠

𝖡

𝖢

𝖣

𝖡𝖡

𝖠𝖠

𝖡𝖡

𝖢𝖢



 

 

   triangle                    cube                   sphere                 cone  

rect prism                    cone                 square                cylinder 

 

     cube                 cylinder                   cone                  sphere 

 

       cube                  rectangle                circle          rectangular  prism  
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Reteaching

12-5



A

B

Practice

12-5
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Name

Cutting Shapes Apart
Draw the number of lines shown to make new shapes. 
Write the names of the shapes you made.

 1. 2 lines 

  square
  triangle

 2. 1 line 

   

   

 3.  Dionne cut this shape into 
2 triangles. Which drawing 
shows how he cut it?

𝖠 

𝖡 

𝖢 

𝖣 

 4.  Journal Draw a line from 
point A to point B. Write  
the names of the shapes  
you made.

   

   

Drawings 
may vary. 
Sample 
answer 
given.

trapezoid

parallelogram

trapezoid

𝖣𝖣



2 3

1

3 4

1 2

1 2
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Reteaching

12-7
Name

Wholes and Equal Parts

Equal parts are the same shape and size.

2  equal parts 3  equal parts 4  equal parts

How many equal parts? Write the number of parts. 
Circle halves, thirds, or fourths. 

 1.   equal parts  2.   equal parts 3.   equal parts

 4.   equal parts  5.   equal parts 6.   equal parts

 7. Spatial Thinking Draw lines to show 2 equal parts.

halves 

thirds 

fourths

halves 

thirds 

fourths

halves 

thirds 

fourths

halves 

thirds 

fourths

halves 

thirds 

fourths

halves 

thirds 

fourths

halves 

thirds 

fourths

halves 

thirds 

fourths

halves 

thirds 

fourths

3 2 4

2 3 0

or



Practice

12-7
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Name

Wholes and Equal Parts
Write the number of parts. 
Circle equal or unequal.

1.  2. 

  2 equal unequal parts    equal unequal parts

Draw a line or lines to show equal parts.

 3. fourths 4. thirds

 5.  Sami has a paper rectangle.
Which shows how she  
could cut it into halves?

𝖠 

𝖡 

𝖢 

𝖣 

6.  Reasoning Circle yes or no. 
Can the heart be divided into  
2 equal parts?

  yes  no

3

Sample answers 
given.

𝖣𝖣



 



Name
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Quick Check

12-7

1. halves

𝖠 

𝖡 

𝖢 

𝖣 

 3. fourths

𝖠 

𝖡 

𝖢 

𝖣 

 2. thirds

𝖠 

𝖡 

𝖢 

𝖣 

 4. halves

𝖠 

𝖡 

𝖢 

𝖣 

5.  Writing to Explain Circle the shape with equal thirds.

  Tell how you know which shape has equal thirds.

Which shows equal parts?

See student samples at the right.

𝖡𝖡

𝖣𝖣

𝖢𝖢

𝖠𝖠



 



 


